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1. GENERAL

1.01 This practice describes the general plan for
maintenance principles as applied to distribut-

ing frame operations either in a centralized frame
environment or a local wire center. It applies to
work performed on all types of frames (i.e., Main
Distributing Frame [MDF], Intermediate Distribut-
ing Frame [IDF], Line Distributing Frame [LDF],
Trunk Distributing Frame [TDF], etc.), and pro-
vides the general principles, definitions, descrip-
tions, explanations, and examples of the controlled
maintenance concept.

1.02 This practice is being reissued for the
following reasons:

(a) Inclusion of changes to the Frameworker
Performance Plan (FPP), BR 201-200-014

(b) Trouble ticket changes

(c) Frame Control Record changes

(d) Text changes to reflect the Computer Sys-
tem for Main Frame Operations
(COSMOS) environments
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(e) Changes to reflect the postdivestiture
environment.

1.03 The title for each figure includes a
number(s) in parentheses that identifies

the paragraph(s) where the figure is referenced.

1.04 Suggestions for changes, additions, or
deletions to this practice or to any of the

controlled maintenance documents should be
made as specified in AT&T Practice 000-010-
015.

1.05 The information in this practice is
intended for use by first and second level

supervisors responsible for the frame operation.
Within this practice, the first level supervisor
shall be referred to as the supervisor and the
second level supervisor shall be denoted by the
term “manager”.

1.06 This plan should be implemented on all
frame operations having one or more

equivalent frameworkers and can be used on
smaller frames where evidence of problems
exist. It is used to measure the quality perfor-
mance of work, regardless of the type of office.
It contains instructions and forms for evaluat-
ing and recording quality performance data of
each individual frameworker. Supervisors and
managers should be responsible for making the
necessary work evaluations and recording the
appropriate information. A thorough
knowledge of this Frame Controlled Mainte-
nance Plan (FMCP), the Frame Force Manage-
ment Plan (FFMP) (BR 201-200-010), and the
FFP (BR 201-200-014) is needed to ensure that
work evaluations are complete, accurate and
properly recorded, and therefore provide a fair
and meaningful job performance evaluation.

1.07 Refer to the following practices for
associated information:

● Network Maintenance Management Plan
(NMAP)–AT&T Practice 780-125-500

. NMMP–Work Quality Inspection and
Evaluation Program–AT&T Practice 780-
125-502

Issue 3,

● NMMP–Cost Control and
AT&T Practice 780-125-504.

2. CONTROLLED MAINTENANCE

2.o1 Controlled Maintenance

BR 201-200-013

September 1986

Measurement—

is the term
applied to the general plan described in

this practice for managing the quality of instal-
lation work and upkeep maintenance on all dis-
tributing frames. Controlled Maintenance is a
series of actions or activities formulated to
maintain service reliability using both preven-
tive and corrective maintenance. The effective
implementation and ongoing use of a Controlled
Maintenance Plan are major contributing fac-
tors to providing excellent service and minimiz-
ing operating expenses.

2.02 In the administration of this Frame
Controlled Maintenance Plan (FCMP) and

the development of a fully trained frame force,
there are two basic items that supervision
should consider

(1)

(2)

2.03

The quality of the maintenance work
being performed by frameworkers

Determination of needs for craft personnel
training, retraining, or guidance (if any).

The series of forms described in this
practice have been designed for use in the

distributing frame controlled maintenance
effort. These forms should be used as the pri-
mary tools for documenting the maintenance
activities and the quality performance level of
the frame operation.

2.04 The use of these forms alone will not
automatically ensure that an effective

FCMP is being employed or that the frame per-
formance index objectives are achieved. Pri-
mary emphasis is placed on the timely and
satisfactory completion of all maintenance
requirements. The completion of the necessary
forms documenting these activities and their
careful analysis should define what alterations
to distributing frame operating procedures are
needed in order to achieve the desired
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performance level. The use of these forms is of
particular importance to frame operations
reporting performance levels in Bands L and U
(refer to BR 201-200-015 for more detail on
Frame Operational Review).

2.05 The word “maintenance,” as used in this
practice, refers to the quality of work per-

formed on frames (placement and removal of
jumpers) and the general frame “upkeep”.
There are two basic types of maintenance that
can be applied to the frame operation—
preventive and corrective.

2.06 Preventive Maintenance, when applied to
distributing frames, is somewhat different

from preventive maintenance described for
switching systems. There are no periodic opera-
tional tests or relay adjustments to assure ser-
vice reliability to customers. While there are
some maintenance routines that should be
scheduled (such as frame inspections, cleaning
of blocks, maintenance of solder coppers, check-
ing for missing heat coils and special service
protection, etc.), the bulk of preventive mainte-
nance is doing high quality work on the initial
installation, rearrangement, or disconnection of
service.

2.07 Service reliability is governed not only by
the placement and removal of jumpers on

the appropriate terminal, but also by the qual-
ity of the work that was performed on adjacent
terminals (T-ZONE). Therefore, frameworkers
are responsible for the “T-ZONE” surrounding
the immediate working area (see paragraphs
3.12 and 3.13).

2.08 Corrective Maintenance consists of the
activities of logging, locating, repairing

and recording details of troubles reported by
Central Office (CO) forces, other offices, test-
boards, and other sources.

2.09 A trouble occurs on the frame when
customer service is not installed properly

or existing service is interrupted due to poor
quality of work. Unlike switching systems,
trouble conditions on the frame are very seldom

caused by the failure of frame components;
however, troubles may be caused by broken
blocks, internal crosses within. a frame block,
protector unit, or permanent frame wiring, etc.
The existence of trouble is noted by observation
or when trouble reports are received.

2.10 Accuracy and quality of work on
distributing frames are important because

the distributing frame presents the greatest
exposure of customer service to the possibility
of CO caused troubles. In most cases, troubles
occurring on distributing frames are service
affecting.

2.11 Troubles are generally categorized into

●

●

the following two different types:

Solid Troubles: Troubles that permanently
affect the customer’s line or circuit involved,
causing a continuous failure. Examples of
this type of trouble are broken jumpers,
missing heat coils, wire clippings, solder
splashes, etc.

Intermittent Troubles: Those troubles that
continue to appear and disappear until they
are cleared. For example, wire clippings or
solder splashes may cause intermittent
failures and also may cause trouble indica-
tions to appear in different areas. Frame-
worker activity may cause vibrations that
can disturb wire clippings or solder splashes,
resulting in intermittent trouble conditions
such as temporary crosses. These trouble
conditions may be difficult to locate because
they appear to move from one location to
another.

2.12 The majority of frame troubles are the
result of human error or mechanical

failures caused by one or more of the following
conditions. Responsible maintenance forces
should be familiar with these causes.

. Environment: Environmental conditions in
the form of wire clippings or solder splashes
on blocks, and frame bags, ladder bags or
scrap wire containers that have been
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overfilled can cause frame troubles. Good
housekeeping practices should eliminate
nearly all improper environmental condi-
tions.

. Defects: Failure of various frame com-
ponents due to internal crosses and grounds
in blocks, spring assemblies and protectors
or open protection units are called defects.

. Work Errors: Frame troubles can be caused
by human errors due to carelessness, faulty
workmanship, poor quality, improper train-
ing, improper procedures on the part of the
frame force and other forces working in the “
CO. Errors caused by the employees in
other organizations should be investigated
and controlled. Deviations from established
documented maintenance methods also may
result in work errors.

2.13 CO Frame Forces should become familiar
with the CO (frame) maintenance prac-

tices that define procedures that can reduce the
number of environmental problems and work
errors. The consistent use of these practices
can reduce the number of troubles caused as a
result of wire clippings, solder splashes,
improperly terminated jumpers, etc.

●

● Typical Frame Procedure— Frame force
activity may cause troubles or billing errors
when proper procedures are not followed in
the operation of the frame. These pro-
cedures may involve such items as proper
intercept methods, a go-ahead from the
installer on change type orders requiring a
field visit, use of proper methods when
working transfer orders (so as not to inter- ~ ,

associated with untidy areas; secondly, assis-
tance in the establishment of an organized
operating atmosphere, that is an important
part of distributing frame maintenance.
Material should not be stored haphazardly in
the frame area. Tools, test equipment,
drawings, and supplies should not be allowed
to become dirt collectors; rather, they
should be stored in an appropriate area and
marked properly. All covers and protection
on special circuits should be in place, except
when work is in progress.

Other Forces— Other forces (such as the
Frame Control Center [FCC], Network
Administration, Construction, etc.), have
occasions to access frames. These forces
might cause service-affecting problems. The
frame supervisor should maintain coordina-
tion with the other forces in their pro-
cedures, records, and implementation of
changes to ensure trouble-free customer ser-
vice. In addition, when other forces work in
the frame, the frame supervisor should be
responsible for seeing that work is per-
formed in a manner that does not jeopardize
customer service.

Bell Operating Company (BOC) Practices

Application— BOC Practices are generated
by the BOC,S and prescribe the proper pro-
cedures for placing, terminating, soldering,
wrapping, and removing jumpers from ser-
vice. Work performed in accordance with
these instructions should result in an opera-
tion with high service reliability and low
cost.

rupt customer service for an extended
z. 14 The control of distributing frame troubles

pe~iod), coordination with the Test Center or
control the office before working on Special ●

Circuits, etc.

● Housekeeping — Good housekeeping practices
accomplish at least two important objectives
in a frame operation: minimization of the
dirt (solder splashes, wire clippings, etc.),
safety hazards, and other potential problems

is comprised of the following activities:

Handling Trouble Reports— The proper han-
dling of troubles calls for the completion of
trouble reports and the coordination and
follow-up of troubles referred to or referred
from the frame force. This activity includes
keeping current status logs for future
analysis. Prompt response and fast restoral
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of service through the use of trouble reports
are key parts of the distributing frame func-
tion.

● Arresting Trouble-Causing Factors— Proper
housekeeping methods, protection of service,
prevention of work errors, and performing
quality work on the initial installations are
the essence of the frame maintenance job.
Frameworkers should be thoroughly familiar
with the entire frame job, the use of this
maintenance program, the use of frame test
equipment, and the significance of trouble
reports.

3. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

3.01 The bulk of preventive maintenance on
distributing frames is the performance of

high quality work on the initial installation,
rearrangement or disconnection of service. As
described in paragraph 2.06, preventive mainte-
nance is also the term applied to the activities
associated with locating, repairing and record-
ing troubles that result from scheduled mainte-
nance routines (i.e., frame inspections, cleaning
of blocks, maintenance of solder coppers, check-
ing for missing heat coils and special service
protection, etc.).

A. Quality Control

3.02 The responsibility of the frame supervisor
for obtaining high-quality work is directly

related to the responsibility for service and cost.
Work errors usually harm customer service.
Investigations and corrections resulting from
work errors increase costs. The order and
nonorder activity on distributing frames
presents many opportunities for work errors.

3.o3 The

Note: Order work pertains primarily
to jumper wire activities. Nonorder
work is defined as activities that sup-
port operations.

activities of the supervisor and
managers, that are directed at reducing

work errors to a minimum and then holding

them at a low level, should be coordinated into
a quality control program. This program
should provide an overall knowledge of distri-
buting frame work quality and should identify
the causes of work errors.

3.o4 The supervisor should periodically check
an adequate sample of each frameworker’s

work in order to determine the quality of the
entire job. Furthermore, supervision should
take the action required to correct work that is
below standard. This implies that quality stan-
dards for the various kinds of work be known
by the manager, supervisor and the frame-
worker. These standards are defined in Bell
Operating Company (BOC) procedures as per-
formance requirements or the proper method
for performing assigned frame tasks. There-
fore, the manager and supervisor should become
familiar with these standards to evaluate work
quality and take the necessary corrective action.

3.o5 The existence of a quality control program
can be effective because frameworkers

know that quality is a requirement of the job.
When they are aware that their work will be
checked or observed, they tend to perform a
higher quality work operation.

3.06 It is very important that all kinds of work
performed by all frameworkers be

checked for quality. The number of work items
checked for each frameworker and for the total
frame force may vary according to need.
Mainly, the need is determined by the quality of
the overall job being done as noted in past
evaluations and the Frameworker Performance
Plan (FPP).

3.07 Where practicable, supervisors should
make quality inspections of work

promptly after completion. The reason for this
is that when an extended period of time has
elapsed since the frameworker completed the
job, someone else could have worked in the
same area and caused deviations.

3.08 Results of work evaluations should be
recorded on Form EO-6954, Frameworker
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Work Evaluation Sheet. (Details for the com-
pletion of Form EO-6954 are included with each
package of forms and are included in this plan
as part of Fig. 1.)

3.09 An inspection item is a work activity that
makes up part of the processing of a ser-

vice order, trunk order, or other frame activity.
It is not the number of orders evaluated.
Example: A No. 5 crossbar (5XB) main station
in service requires Main Distributing Frame
(MDF), Number Group (NGI, and Translator
Frame (TRNSL) cross-connects. The work
activity required on this order could provide an
inspection item count of at least 14 as shown by
the following example.

MDF Jumper -1 Item
Placement

MDF Jumper -2 Items
Termination

T-Zone -3 Items (1 item
Inspection per frame

NG-Cross -3 Items
Connects

Translator-Cross -1 Item per
Connect translator

Tests -1 Item
Coils -1 Item
Records -1 Item per line
Filing -1 Item

Total 14 Items

3.10 The number of inspection items and the
number of items found satisfactory should

be recorded on Form EO-6954. (Refer to Fig. 1
for an example of Form EO-6954 and the defini-
tion of terms for the Frameworker Evaluation
Sheet. ) The results of the individual Forms
EO-6954 are summarized on Form EO-6955-B,
Frameworker Performance Plan-Quality. (See
Fig. 2.)

3.11 All training required as a result of
unsatisfactory inspection items should be

noted on Form EO-6954. After the required
training is completed, details should be entered

on the training record of the appropriate frame-
worker. The supervisor should discuss results
of evaluations only with those directly con-
cerned, i.e., the frameworker or immediate
supervisors.

T-ZONE inspection

3.12 Frameworkers should be responsible for a
maximum T-ZONE area that should be

composed of three zones on the Horizontal
MDF (HMDF) as follows: (1) 20 rows of lugs
to the left of the work location, (2) 20 rows of
lugs to the right of the work location, (3) 20
rows of lugs immediately below the work loca-
tion. On the vertical side of conventional
frames (VMDF), the maximum T-ZONE area
should be composed of two zones as follows: (1)
20 rows of lugs immediately above the work
location, (2) 20 rows of lugs immediately below
the work location. The T-ZONE area should be
determined locally for each frame location, tak-
ing into consideration the general condition of
the frame and the amount of time needed to
clear all defects within the specified T-ZONE.

3.13 It is suggested that the frameworker clear
defects within the T-ZONE while working

in the area. Defects that require extensive
repair should not be cleared at this time.
Instead, they should be logged or ticketed by
the frameworker. When scheduled work is
assigned, corrective action for these defects may
be included.

Frameworker Work Evaluations

3.14 The two main purposes for the evaluation
of work are to develop a fully trained

force and to ensure the overall quality of the
distributing frame operation. All employees
need training to develop fully their capabilities
and enhance their opportunities. The work of
employees who are trained fully on their
present assignment should be evaluated for evi-
dence that they continue to meet high stan-
dards. The evaluation also serves as an input to
the employee performance record.
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3.15 Improved

1986

performance usually is
recognized by higher quality, increased

efficiency, greater job knowledge, use of proper
methods and safety. In many cases of substan-
dard performance, the need for training
becomes evident. Additional training may be
needed as a result of poor work habits, absence
of technical knowledge, or a lack of knowledge
of the supervisor’s objectives. Supervisors
should not assume that all frameworkers know
how to do all work operations correctly or that
they know exactly what is expected of them.
Work evaluations are a means where supervi-
sors may determine training needs.

3.16 The supervisor should schedule work
evaluations so they become a part of the

work day along with the other duties. This
schedule should reflect a sample of work in pro-
gress and work recently completed.

3.17 In addition to the scheduled work
evaluations, the supervisor should be

aware of situations indicating an immediate
investigation. When a frameworker’s error
interrupts service, there is an immediate need
for an investigation to determine the reason for
the error. Corrective action should be taken to
prevent recurrence.

Work Evaluation Process

3.18 The work evaluation process consists of
scheduling work evaluations, making each

evaluation, taking appropriate action, recording
results on Form EO-6954, and following-up.
There are two means of work evaluations: work

inspections and work observations. Each has its
own particular application. The supervisor
should be careful to select the best way for
accomplishing the intended results, and should
avoid reliance on one type because of habit.

3.19 Work Inspections are used for evaluating a
finished job. Jobs such as cross-

connections run and terminated, record entries,
and service ordering filing are examples of work
that can be evaluated accurately when the job
is completed. However, the examination of

completed cross-connection work that is found
faultless does not indicate whether the frame-
worker worked efficiently and safely, used
proper tools or followed proper service protec-
tion procedures.

3.20 In evaluating completed work, it is
important that the supervisor be totally

familiar with BOC procedures and local require-
ments that the frameworker is to apply. Unless
the required standards are applied, the supervi-
sor will not know if jobs are done correctly and
completely. Quick and partial checks should
not be considered satisfactory.

3.21 Work Observations are used to determine if
correct procedures, proper tools, and

prescribed methods are being used by the
frameworker. In addition, particulars, such as
compliance with the Accident Prevention Plan
(APP), service protection procedures, and job
knowledge also can be reviewed while the work
is being observed.

3.22 In Derformin~ work evaluations, the frame

●

✎

✎

✎

✎

✎

●

✎

✎

✎

✎

✎

✎

✎

supervisor should evaluate the following

Wire placement

Wire removal

Terminations (soldering, wire trap, etc.)

Protection (coils, special protection, etc. )

Testing

Order completion

T-ZONE

Intercept on disconnect activity

Use of proper methods

Use of proper tools

Completion of logs and records

Filing

Safety

Housekeeping
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Attitudes and O~ectives

3.23 The supervisor and reporting employees
should have a “quality attitude” to achieve

the desired results of quality control. Develop-
ment of these attitudes initially may place great
demands on supervisory time. However, it will
be worth all the effort expended to establish
this type of office environment.

3.24 The supervisor’s objective in making
quality inspections should be to correct

areas where work is deficient and to give credit
for quality work. When an employee’s work
does not meet the quality requirements, the
supervisor should work with that employee in
whatever way is necessary to overcome the
problem. Almost without exception, if employ-
ees know that high quality performance is
expected and will be recognized, they will work
to meet these standards.

3.25 The need for doing work evaluations
changes. Generally, it is not practical to

specify quotas that would apply to each
employee. However, to provide a reasonable
basis for evaluation, a minimum number of 100
items should be inspected each month for each
frameworker. (See paragraph 3.09 for defini-
tion of an inspection item.) The maximum
number of items for each frameworker should
be the agreement between first and second level
supervision.

3.26 As evaluations disclose improvements
resulting from corrective action, the

number of items inspected may be reduced, pro-
viding the minimum number of evaluations are
inspected for each frameworker each month. In
all cases, the first and second level supervisors
should agree on quantities of work evaluations.

B. Scheduled Routine Work (ETI.s)

3.27 The following paragraphs describe
maintenance routines that should be per-

formed on distributing frames. The basis for
this type of preventive maintenance activity is
the Equipment Test List (ETL). (See Fig. 3 for

the ETL format.) The ETL indicates test
requirements and intervals. These tests are
scheduled on distributing frames to prevent
trouble conditions. (Figure 4 illustrates the
preventive maintenance process as used in this
Frame Controlled Maintenance Plan [FCMP].)

Note: Where operation support sys-
tems provide mechanized schedules
and maintenance records of preven-
tive maintenance activity, the
equivalent forms and records are
acceptable in lieu of the forms sug-
gested by this document.

3.28 The first step in establishing this part of
the frame preventive maintenance pro-

gram is the identification and scheduling of all
required routines. ETLs are available to assist
in the identification of these routines. The
ETLs, that are companions to the test and
inspection practices, are standards for the
application of maintenance instructions con-
tained in BOC Practices. (ETLs are numbered
in the same series as the tests they cover. Dis-
tributing frame ETLs generally are found in
AT&T Practices 201-001-011 and 069-001 -011.)

3.29 Each ETL lists all tests, inspections, and
other instructions for the frame covered

by the ETL. An action classification is assigned
to each instruction indicating the manner where
the instruction should be applied. For some
action classifications, the ETL assigns suggested
minimum frequencies of application. For the
most part, the distributing frame tests will
have an asterisk (*) indicated as the frequency.
This indicates that the frequency for these tests
should be assigned locally as required.

3.3o The test intervals, when specified, should
meet the needs of most frame operations

and should be consistent with reasonable costs.
The tests should be performed at the interval
listed in the ETL or as assigned locally, but not
less frequently than assigned in the ETL.
Frame conditions may dictate that tests be per-
formed at shorter intervals than listed in the
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ETL. The purpose of performing recurring
work is to prevent service interruptions.

Classification of Routines

3.31 All tests, inspections or other
requirements in the ETLs for distributing

frames are given three classifications. The use
of these classifications is described below. The
word test in the following descriptions is used to
mean a test, inspection, or other work require-
ment.

3.32 Mandatory Work (MW MW tests are used
to detect actual or potential trouble condi-

tions that could result in a severe service
penalty. Indications of these troubles are some-
times obscure.

. MW tests should be performed at a fre-
quency equal to or more frequently than
specified in the ETL.

. Some frame components, such as special ser-
vice devices, are shown as MW because of
the critical nature of this service.

3.33 Mandatory Review (MR} MR tests are used
to detect actual or potential trouble condi-

tions that do not result in a severe service
penalty. Indications of these troubles are some-
times obscure.

. The test frequency assigned to MR routines
indicates that a review should be made to
determine if there is a need to perform the
test.

. At a time of review, if the test has been per-
formed on all units since the time of the
previous review, no work is indicated unless
a check of corrective maintenance data
shows otherwise. If the test has not been
performed since the previous review, it
should be performed on all units. If a deci-
sion is made to pass an MR routine, a nota-
tion should be recorded on the Test and
Inspection Summaries, Forms EO-5453 and
EO-5454.

3.34 Trouble Test (TT) TTs are not performed
at a specified frequency, but should be

used (as needed) to verify and isolate troubles
revealed by other indicators or analysis.

3.35 Figure 3 is the format used in
documenting routine test information.

The test information is arranged in the follow-
ing order from left to right practice number,
issue/addendum, test letter or paragraph
number, test title, test class, frequency, and the
last space is for a locally assigned job number.
(For a list of Distributing Frame and applicable
ETLs, refer to Division 201 in the numerical
index.)

3.36 In order to provide a complete record of
all tests and inspections found in the BOC

Practices, the ETLs contain tests which may
not apply to all frame operations; therefore, the
pages that do not apply should be retained for
later use. Parts of other pages which do not
apply are indicated by writing NA (Not Appli-
cable) in the assigned job number column on
the ETL or Form EO-5450.

3.37 Other tests, which are not included in the
standard frame ETLs but apply on a local

basis, should be entered on a blank EO-5450
form (Fig. 5). Examples are security in the
frame area, safety items, and requirements to
other frame equipment which do not have an
associated ETL. (Refer to AT&T Practices
010-300-011 for an explanation of ETL formats
in detail. )

Scheduling of Routines (Form EO-5451 )

3.38 After all required routines have been
identified, the supervisor should create a

schedule for completing the routines consistent
with the needs of the frame operation and the
available work force. To assist in this opera-
tion, Form EO-5451 (Fig. 6) is provided.

3.39 Form EO-5451 provides columns for
reading most of the information contained

on the ETL. if desired. (For detailed instruc-
tions in preparing this form, see Fig. 6.)
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Test and Inspection Work Order and Record (Form

EO-5452)

3.40 Form EO-5452 or an equivalent form (Fig.
7) is used as a preventive maintenance

work order and a record of the work performed.
As routines become due, the supervisor should
prepare Form EO-5452 and assign the routines
to the frame force. As the tests are completed,
the results are recorded in the appropriate
spaces on the form. Details of test failures and
troubles found are entered in the space pro-
vided. Complete or partial details of a job are
entered in the progress report portion of the
form. All portions of the form should be com-
pleted accurately. (For detailed instructions in
preparing this form, see Fig. 7.)

3.41 Some tests and inspections ordinarily do
not result in many found troubles and do

not need numerous separate work operations.
In these cases, it is not necessary to use Form
EO-5452. Test or inspection results may be
recorded directly on Form EO-5453 or EO-5454.

Test and Inspection Summary (Form EO-5453, EO-

5454 or EO-5455)

3.42 Form EO-5453 (Fig. 8), Form EO-5454
(Fig. 9), and Form EO-5455 (Fig. 10) are

prepared from the applicable ETL or Form
EO-5450. These forms provide a summary of
the results of previous testing for comparison to
the current test results and the analysis of
corrective maintenance records. They also pro-
vide a record of when the tests were performed
and the amount of time required.

3.43 Forms EO-5453, EO-5454, and/or Form
EO-5455 are the source of information for

preparing Form EO-5452, Test and Inspection
Work Order and Record.

3.44 Form EO-5453 (Fig. 8) provides spaces on
the front of the form for recording

assignment data, practice number, equipment
work description, number of equipment units
involved, estimate of work time, and the results
of the work done. The back of the form

provides additional space for results,

3.45 Form EO-5454 (Fig. 9) is a smaller, card
version of Form EO-5453. Form EO-5454

is more suitable when a card file arrangement
is desired for test and inspection routines.

3.46 Generally, it is suggested that ETL job
assignments be made so that the work

may be completed within one work tour. In
large operations, certain jobs may have to be
portioned into smaller assignments, because the
total amount of work is too great to be com-
pleted during one work tour. Form EO-5455
(Fig. 10), which may be used for large opera-
tions, provides spaces for summarizing multiple
assignment work details.

3.47 Where multiple job assignments are
required, individual work orders (Form

EO-5452) should be prepared as each assign-
ment is due. When the assignment is com-
pleted, details should be posted in the appropri-
ate spaces on Form EO-5455. If desired, pro-
gress on extended routines can be noted by
using a light colored pencil to color the WORK
COMPL spaces as the completion dates are
entered.

3.48 Forms EO-5453, EO-5454 or EO-5455
should be prepared for each MW or MR

test specified by the ETL. The proper use of
FCMP calls for all information to be entered on
these forms.

3.49 Distributing frame operations using a
mechanized form of ETL scheduling

should refer to AT&T Practice 201-020-510,
Part 4 for a detailed description of an
automated ETL administration.

4. CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE

4.01 In the Frame Controlled Maintenance
Plan (FMCP), corrective maintenance pro-

cedures are used for handling trouble reports
from all sources other than preventive mainte-
nance routines. These procedures are aimed at:
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● Providing an effective means for control and
prompt handling of trouble reports

. Dispatching reports for trouble location and
repair

. Providing for orderly and simplified record-
keeping.

4.02 The corrective maintenance process (see
Fig. 11) is initiated by trouble reports and

is completed by restoring service and closing
out trouble tickets. Trouble tickets should be
analyzed periodically to determine if modifica-
tions to the preventive maintenance program is
needed.

A. Monitoring and Evaluating Frame Performance

4.o3 The primary means of determining frame
performance is through the interpretation

of service and administration measurements.

4.o4 These measurements should be compared
to an established set of objectives.

Undesirable deviations in service directly relate
to a degradation in customer service and are a
stimulus for a detailed analysis of trouble
reports.

Setting O~ectives

4.o5 The establishment of objectives for a
frame operation should be based on the

attainment of high levels of service perfor-
mance. In the event that performance is far
below the objective level, it may be helpful to
set interim objectives that can be met in a short
period of time with a reasonable amount of
effort. Unattainable or unreasonable objectives
tend to have a detrimental effect on attempts to
improve performance.

Frame Control Record (Form EO-5497)

4.06 The Frame Control Record, Form EO-5497
(Fig. 12), is used to summarize the causes

of Central Office (CO) frame troubles. It pro-
vides a current picture of the frame 5 codes on
a daily basis that can be compared to other
days and the established frame objective.

4.o7 The report period covered by a control
record should be the 23rd of one month to

the 22nd of the following month. This report
period coincides with TREAT (Trouble Report
Evaluation and Analysis Tool), used by the
Automated Repair Service Bureau and the
appropriate Network Switching Performance
Measurement Plan. (Figure 12 provides a
detailed description on the use of this control
record.)

B. Correcting Troubles

4.08 The primary sources of trouble reports
are the Repair Service Bureau (RSB),

other offices, and CO forces. A well-controlled
FCMP should provide for the proper adminis-
tration of all trouble reports.

4.09 When a trouble report is received at the
Frame Control Center (FCC) or frame

location, a Trouble Ticket (Form EO-1026O) may
be prepared where warranted and/or the report
logged on Form EO-5457 (Central Office Log).
Once the trouble is cleared, the results should
be forwarded to the responsible organization
(i.e., RSB, FCC, SCC, etc.). If frame locations
are administered from a centralized location
(FCC, SCC), a Central Office Log should be
maintained in the center for trouble reports
received.

Trouble Ticket (Form EO-1 0260)

4.10 Trouble tickets are corrective maintenance
work orders and records for maintenance

personnel. They also serve as the source docu-
ment for details of trouble reports and the
resulting found or not-found troubles. It should
be the responsibility of the supervisor to
instruct all craft or clerical personnel in the
proper preparation of trouble tickets. (Detailed
instructions for the preparation of Form EO-
10260 are found in Fig. 13.)

4.11 Trouble tickets are classified as T
(Trouble) or M (Memo) according to the

following
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. T-type tickets are issued for reports from
the RSB (customer reports), other offices,
other departments, and CO forces which
need corrective action.

. M-type tickets are issued to cover pending
work operations as a result of closed-out T-
tickets where repairs are to be made later.
Examples of this type of trouble ticket are a
defective frame component, subscriber ser-
vice moved to new equipment, or repairs to a
defective component to be made later. The
use of “M” tickets will have limited applica-
tion in most frame operations; however,
when these type trouble tickets are written,
they should be administered in accordance
with this practice.

4.12 A trouble reporting source is assigned an
alphabetical designation for identification

on the trouble ticket (see Table A). Class A
reports also are given a disposition code to iden-
tif y where the trouble was reported (CO, Out-
side Plant, etc.), and if the trouble was found or
not found. If the trouble was referred to the
distributing frame, it is coded in accordance
with the Customer Trouble Analysis Plan
(CTRAP), AT&T Practice 660-100-013 or
TREAT, AT&T Practice 660-169-013.

4.13 When “T” Tickets are closed out, details of
found or not-found troubles should be

recorded for future analysis. A portion of the
ticket is arranged for coding trouble data.
Table B identifies the situations for coding the
FRAME block and scoring the items on the
right side of the ticket. Table C provides a list
of major distributing frame designations and
the appropriate abbreviation. (Figures 14
through 17 illustrate completed “T” tickets and
should be used as a guide in the preparation of
frame trouble tickets.)

4.14 Each “T” ticket should have an entry in
the “Frame” space. Enter the frame com-

ponent and number (i.e., Vertical Side of Main
Distributing Frame [VMDF] 201/902, No Trou-
ble Found [NTF] or Referred Out [REF OUT]).

All troubles found in the wiring of a particular
frame component should be coded to that com-
ponent. Troubles that “came clear while test-
ing” and were isolated to a particular frame
should be coded also to that frame component.

4.15 As previously discussed, “M” tickets may
be issued to cover pending work opera-

tions as a result of closed-out “T” tickets. When
the report is closed out and the service is
restored by removing the defective component
from service, the associated “T” ticket is kept in
a special file for pending work. Later, when a
craft person has been assigned to repair the
defective item, an “M” ticket is issued for the
work operation. When the component is
restored to service, the “T” and “M” tickets are
completed and filed. “M” tickets may be issued
also to clear defects found as a result of T-
ZONE inspections.

4.16 Trouble tickets are serially numbered for
identification and for relating them to

reports or troubles. (Ticket serial numbers are
entered on the Central Office Log described in
paragraph 4.18.) It is suggested that the tickets
be numbered serially beginning at the first of
each year. If the frame operation is experienc-
ing a large volume of trouble reports (10 or
more per month), then the tickets should be
numbered serially beginning at the first of each
month (i.e., April’s tickets would begin with 4-
1). The supervisor should determine the ticket
numbering scheme that best fits the individual
frame operation. In some of the smaller opera-
tions, it may be desirable to serialize and record
both CO and frame trouble tickets on the same
Central Office Log. Here again, this is at the
discretion of the individual supervisor.

4.17 Trouble tickets should not be issued for
recording troubles disclosed by preventive

maintenance activities.

Central Office Log (Form EO-5457)

4.18 The Central Office Log, Form EO-5457
(Fig. 18) is used for recording frame trou-

ble reports and other distributing frame activity
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that could result in trouble reports. The log is
a convenient display of pertinent information
associated with trouble reports when the log is
used in lieu of frame tickets. Detailed informa-
tion is entered on the log.

4.19 This log may be used also for noting other
distributing frame activity, i.e., contractor

activity, outside plant forces performing work
on distributing frames, etc. These entries are
useful for investigating trouble reports that
may be associated with that type of activity.

4.20 The Central Office Log may be closed out
monthly or periodically, depending on the

volume of trouble reports and other entries. In
small offices, it may be convenient to use the
same Central Office Log for recording both
switching system and frame trouble reports and
other office activity. In either case, any trouble
reports which are not closed out on a log should
be carried over to the log for the next period
with explanatory notes.

C. Analysis of Trouble Records

4.21 One important activity that is a part of
corrective maintenance is the periodic

analysis of completed trouble records. In addi-
tion to the trouble tickets, results of preventive
maintenance routines should be analyzed, also.
The purpose of this analysis is to categorize all
troubles in terms of frame components, causes
of trouble and to initiate positive action to
reduce the possibility of future troubles.

4.22 The analysis of trouble reports may result
in any number of actions. Some examples

of these actions are:

● Increase or suggest a decrease in the fre-
quency of a particular preventive mainte-
nance routine

. Initiate on-the-job training to reduce work
errors

. Change housekeeping and cleaning routines
to reduce wire clippings, solder slashes, etc.,
on the distributing frame.

PROPRIETARY

Ticket File

4.23 One of the first steps in the analysis of
trouble reports should be the creation of a

ticket file which provides for the systematic
storage of trouble tickets. The trouble tickets
are filed in accordance with the equipment code
on the trouble ticket. All NTF tickets, which
should not be associated with a particular
frame component, should be filed in a bin desig-
nated as NTF. Separate bins should be desig-
nated for filing MEMO, HOLD FOR REPAIR,
and PENDING trouble tickets issued during the
current month. The file should be located in
the administration center for that particular
frame location.

4.24 The ticket file bins should be arranged
according to the major distributing frame

components as listed in Table C. As experience
is gained with a frame operation, the supervisor
may change the layout of the ticket file to meet
the needs of a particular distributing frame.
(Figure 19 illustrates a suggested ticket filing
arrangement.) If practical, the distributing
frame filing system may be an addition to the
one presently set up for the associated switch-
ing system.

4.25 Trouble tickets should be retained in a 3-
month moving file. At the end of each

report period, tickets for the oldest month
should be removed. (Figure 19 illustrates two
suggested methods of retaining trouble tickets
in a 3-month file. )

5. QUALITY ASSURANCE (SECOND LEVEL RESPON-

SIBILITY)

5.01 The procedures in this part describe the
manager’s role in the administration of an

effective distributing frame quality control pro-
gram.

5.02 An effective quality control program will
come about only as a result of an attempt

by management to reduce and hold errors to a
minimum. As quality improves, so does the ser-
vice to customers and the cost to the company.
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However, an effective quality control program
cannot be accomplished without the close super-
vision of both the manager and the supervisor.

s.03 It is important that the manager and each
of the subordinate supervisors agree upon

service and cost objectives (e.g., frame code 5s,
percent efficiency, percent nonorder time, etc.).
In addition, there should be an agreement for
the number of items inspected if the indicated
need is more than the minimum (as suggested
in paragraph 3.25). To avoid misunderstanding,
such objectives should be in writing, with copies
in the files of both the manager and the super-
visor.

s.04 In order to ensure quality workmanship
on the frame, performance of work

evaluations according to inspection standards,
an effective corrective action program, and
compliance with all distributing frame adminis-
trative programs, the manager should be
responsible for the following areas.

A. Technical

5.o5 Work Evaluations— The manager should
perform work inspections and observa-

tions of craft work as follows

(a)

(b)

5.06

Work Evaluations (Independent of those
made by the supervisor)

Work Evaluations (Accompanying the
supervisor).

The manager should ~erform a minimum
of 25 work-inspection ‘items per frame per

quarter for frames with one or more full-time
frame attendants. The time interval is every
six months for frames with less than one full-
time frame attendant. These work evaluations
should be a random number of inspections
independent of those performed by the supervi-
sor (includlng some inspection items previously
evaluated by the supervisor). If the work
evaluations performed by the manager and
those performed by the supervisor do not agree
on the quality of workmanship, then the
manager should accompany the supervisor

during work inspections and work observations.
This should provide the manager with informa-
tion regarding the supervisor’s technical com-
petence and ability to perform work evaluations
according to inspection standards.

5.o7 Results of work evaluations performed by
the manager are recorded on Form EO-

6954 (Frameworker Work Evaluation Sheet)
and summarized on Form EO-6955-B (Frame-
worker Performance Plan-Quality). (Refer to
Part 3 of this practice for detailed information
concerning the performance of work evalua-
tions. Further information on frameworker
evaluations is located in BR 201-200-014,
Frameworker Performance Plan [FPP].)

5.08 Data reviewed and pertinent remarks
concerning work evaluations which were

performed by the supervisor and reviewed by
the manager should be entered on Form EO-
6954. (Appropriate spaces have been provided
on Form EO-6954 for this purpose.)

5.09 Distributing Frame Congestion— At least
once every six months, the manager

should perform checks to determine horizontal
shelf and express trough pileup on all distribut-
ing frames. The checks should be made on the
various types of distributing frames as follows:

(a) Conventional Frame

(1)

(2)

(3)

The jumper pileup should not block
access to the distributing rings at
the rear of the horizontal shelf.

The jumper pileup should not block
access to the fanning holes in the
base of the horizontal terminal
strips.

There should be a minimum of 3-1/2
inches between the top of the jumper
pile and the next higher shelf for the
frameworker easily to reach the dis-
tributing rings at the rear of the
shelf.
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These requirements limit the maximum (c) COSMICTM Frames Without COSMOS

jumper pileup to 3-1/2 inches on the con-
ventional Main Distributing Frame (MDF)
with 8-inch shelf spacing and l-inch sup-
port arms, and to 5-1/2 inches on the con-
ventional MDF with 10-inch shelf spacing.
(Figure 20 illustrates a maximum jumper
pileup that satisfies the three preceding
physical conditions. ) Frames having
either moderate (one to two shelves with
congestion) or excessive (three or more
shelves with congestion) should be
analyzed fully to determine the cause and
to establish an effective corrective action
program.

(b) ESS’M Modular Frame

(1) On an Electronic Switching System
(ESS) Modular Frame, the test for
congestion is applied to both the
upper and lower jumper troughs at
the same point in the frame lineup.
Select by inspection the four loca-
tions in the frame lineup where the
jumper pileup in both the upper and
lower troughs appears to be greatest.
Compress the jumpers in each
trough to the top of the pileup. Add
the two measures together. The
frame is not considered to be cong-
ested if the combined measure is less
than 5 inches at any one of the four
locations. If the combined measure
is 5 inches or greater at any one of
the four locations, the frame is cong-
ested and should be analyzed fully to

(1) On Common System Main Intercon-
nection Frame System (COSMIC)
frames that do not have Computer
System for Main Frame operations
(COSMOS), the test for congestion is
applied to both the upper and lower
jumper troughs at the same point in
the frame lineup. Select by inspec-
tion the four locations in the frame
lineup where the jumper pileup in
both the upper and lower troughs
appears to be greatest. Compress
the jumpers in each trough and
measure the compressed jumper
pileup from the bottom of the trough
to the top of the pileup. Locate the
point on the graph in Fig. 21 that
corresponds to the measured height
of the compressed pileup in the
upper and lower trough. If the point
falls below the line for all four loca-
tions, there is not congestion. If the
point is on or above the line at any
one of the four locations, the frame
is considered to be congested.
Frames (ESS-MODULAR
COSMIC) having congestion shou~~
be analyzed to determine the cause
and to establish an effective correc-
tive action program. (The manager
should be a member of the Conges-
tion and Control Review Committee
[or its equivalent] as suggested in
BSPS 680-535-009 and 680-830-012. )

determine the cause and to establish B. COSMOS Data Base Accuracy

an effective corrective action pro-
gram. In some later versions of the

5.10 The purpose of maintaining the integrity

ESS Modular Frame, the upper
of the COSMOS data base is to assure its

trough was subdivided into two
trouble-free use. To maintain the integrity of

troughs. In these cases, the com-
bined compressed pileup in both ESS is a trademark of AT&T

upper troughs and the lower trough COSMICis a trademark of ATkT
should not exceed 5 inches.
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trouble-free use. To maintain the integrity of
the data base with respect to facility associa-
tions and individual facility status, periodic
sampling of the telephone number (TN), office
equipment (OE), and cable pair (CP) files are
made to test statistically the agreement of the
data base with actual wiring in the Central
Office (CO).

5.11 The random data base sample should be
obtained with transaction Ver$lcation

(VER) of the data base run by the data base
manager. A complete frame check of the cir-
cuits listed by VER should lead to an estimate
of data base accuracy. Data base accuracy esti-
mates are important because they assist in
determining trouble conditions in the data base
and their potential causes. They assist in deter-
mining whether accuracy levels are changing
and provide a quantitative value for the changes
occurring. They can be used to determine
whether wholesale data base pur~lcation is
needed and, if so, in which areas.

5.12 Observation of operating COSMOS
applications indicates that 95 percent VER

level of data base accuracy should provide a
smooth running operation. It is important to
estimate the data base accuracy level before
going from a manual operation to COSMOS
operations. If a 95 percent or higher accuracy
level is not obtained, then the start of opera-
tions should be deferred. After going opera-
tional, if the level drops below 95 percent, the
corrective actions indicated in Table D should
be reviewed with responsible interface groups
and a corrective program established.

5.13 Transaction VER provides all related
circuit information for 150 randomly

selected TN and CP (50 of each). Optionally, 50
more random circuits are selected if the tie pair
option is used. Transaction VER also lists the
circuits in the CP MDF location order to facili-
tate the frame verification. In addition, for
each circuit, a comment field and verification
summary field are provided for convenience in
recording the results of the frame verification.

(See Fig. 22 for a sample VER work sheet and
Fig. 23 for an example of verification results.)

5.14 Samples are provided in multiples of 150
facilities (200 if tie pair circuits selected).

For example, if 300 facilities (100 CP, 100 OE,
100 TN) are desired, VER should be run twice.
It is possible that multiple runs of VER will list
the same facility more than once; however, the
probability of this occurring is remote. It
should be noted that in any given run of VER,
more than 50 CP, for example, will be listed.
This is because most of the 50 randomly
selected OE will have associated CP and, simi-
larly, associated CP will be listed for the 50
randomly selected TN. Hence, a given run of
VER will provide 150 “circuits,” where a “circuit”
can consist of a spare facility. Generally, more
than 100 different CP, OE and TN will be asso-
ciated with these circuits.

5.15 Since the data base is dynamic, care
should be taken to limit the VER runs

and subsequent frame verification effort to the
amount which can be accomplished during one
day. In other words, only execute as many
VER runs as can be checked physically by the
frame in one day. This will keep the VER out-
put as current as possible and avoid “old” data.

5.16 Statistical sampling of data base accuracy
is meaningful only if the sampling is done

regularly and consistently. A schedule should be
established for executing VER runs and the
results should be recorded over extended
periods of time.

5.17 The suggested frequencies for sampling
data base accuracy are shown in Table E.

When circuit accuracy decreases, the number of
VER runs should be increased to monitor the
results of a corrective program.

5.18 If more information is required on the
VER transaction, refer to Sample Selec-

tion and Central Office-Frame Review in BR
190-520-005.
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C. Administrative

5.19 Corrective Action Program— Each
supervisor should have an established

corrective action program for correcting defi-
ciencies found through the use of Frame Force
Management Plan (FFMP), Frame Controlled
Maintenance Plan (FCMP), and FPP. This pro-
gram should include the required training or
retraining as a result of unsatisfactory work
items or a low percentage of efficiency on indi-
vidual frameworkers or the overall frame force.
The manager should ensure also that necessary
follow-up and documentation of this training is
being made. Other areas of corrective action
could include frame rehabilitation, investigation
and control of discrepancies, roadblocks, service
affecting troubles, etc.

5.20 FCMP— Each frame operation with one or
more full time frameworker should use

FCMP. It should be the responsibility of the
manager to see that FCMP is being used prop-
erly, and that all the associated forms and con-
trol records are filled out correctly.

5.21 FFMP— Each frame operation with one or
more full time frameworkers should use

FFMP, BR 201-200-010. Initially, the manager
should determine that the time study was per-
formed properly, that it was recorded properly,
and that realistic objectives have been set. At
regular intervals, the manager should check
also the other frame force management control
forms for completeness, accuracy, and utiliza-
tion. These include:

. Daily Forecast (EO-6619 or EO-6619-1)

. Loading Sheet (EO-6620)

● Load and Work Time Record (EO-6843)

. Daily Central Office Frame Activity Log
(EO-6622)

. Other Work Log (EO-6623)

. Central Office Monthly Control Log (EO-
6624)

c Speaker Activity Log (EO-6625)

. Frame Control Record (EO-5497)

. Work Assignment List (EO-5848).

5.22 FFP— The manager should be assured that
the information used by FPP, BR 201-

200-015, for the appraisal of each craft person
is accurate and reliable data. Forms EO-6620
(Loading Sheet), EO-6843 (Load and Work Time
Record), and EO-6954 (Frameworker Work
Evaluation Sheet) for each individual frame-
worker should be checked periodically for accu-
racy. The appropriate information should be
summarized on Form EO-6955-A (Frameworker
Performance Plan-Productivity) and Form EO-
6955-B (Frameworker Performance Plan-
Quality.) A check should be made also to verify
that the supervisor is exercising job rotation
among the frame force. If job rotation is not
feasible, justification for lack of rotation should
be documented and considered carefully for its
effect upon the employee.

Note: An audit trail of the activities
is an excellent indicator as to
whether or not the plans are being
used to improve the quality of work-
manship, the technical competence
of individual frameworkers, and to
increase overall frame efficiency.

5.23 The manager should schedule office visits
periodically to perform the necessary

work evaluations and review the administrative
procedures (as explained in paragraphs 5.19
through 5.22). These results should be critiqued
with the supervisor, documented, and, when
indicated, the necessary follow-up action taken.

5.24 During these office visits, all other areas
of the frame operation should be reviewed

and critiqued (such as the Accident Prevention
Plan [APP], Cable Transfer Administration
[AT&T Practice 620-050-020], etc.).

5.25 Having performed the functions explained
in paragraphs 5.23 and 5.24 should enable
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I

the manager to make judgment as to the effec-
tiveness of the frame supervisor in the areas of
quality and productivity of the service order
and other work activities. It also should enable
the manager to respond more readily to higher
level management inquiries concerning the
technical and administrative health of the
frame operation.

6. DOCUMENTATION

6.01 The proper maintenance of a distributing
frame depends upon the availability of the

required documentation. A copy of all applica-
ble documents should be available to the distri-
buting frame force. (Reference should be made
to BR 201-200-001 for documentation that per-
tains to distributing frame operations.)

7. RECORDS

A. Retention of Records

7.01 When a frame is located in a Frame
Control Center (FCC) environment, all

forms should be maintained in the FCC. Copies
of the forms and records may be maintained
also in the local office depending on local
management requirements.

7.02 The forms described in this practice have
been designed for containing useful infor-

mation in an orderly fashion. The minimum
length of time each record should be kept may
be found in the local company record retention
schedule. Unless otherwise specified, no records
should be maintained for more than one month.
If it appears advisable to retain certain records
for a longer period of time than is indicated in
the retention schedule, action should be taken
to have the retention requirements changed.
The normal procedure should be to retain a
record no longer than its possible usefulness.

7.o3 A simple method for retaining these
records is to establish large folders or

mailing envelopes, each marked with the month
and year. As each report month ends, records
may be removed from binders and filed in the

appropriately marked envelopes or folders. At
the same time, records in an envelope with a
date exceeding local company retention require-
ments should be discarded.

B. Ordering Information

7.04

7.05

Forms should be ordered using procedures
applicable to the local company.

Table F provides a description of all forms
associated with this plan.

C. Requirements

7.06 Table G provides a list of all forms and
their requirements for the Frame Con-

trolled Maintenance Plan (FCMP), Frame Force
Management Plan (FFMP), the Frameworker
Performance Plan (FPP), and the Frame Per-
formance Measurement Plan (FPMP).

PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY
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(Insert Your Company Logo) Frameworker Work E06954
(E 6S541

(m)

Evaluation Sheet

Employee Name Office Date

Date RevIeweC With Employew Supew$sor
G InspectIon = Obsewatmn

No. Items No. Noms
Sourca

Dlstrlbutlng Fmme8 Item count
lnsp8ctod Satlsfactov

S.0. No., Rammks

Etc.

Jumper Placement 1 Per Jumper

Proper Termination 2 Per Jumper

Jumper Ilenwval 1 Per Jumper

T.Zone 1 Per Frame

Equi~t Framas No. ftorns No. Itmn
SOurc*

Itml eQIJnf S.0. No., Rematim
h wIm Bays lnsp8efod Sst191act0V

Etc.

Jumper Placement 1 Per Jumper

Jumper Removal 1 Per Jumper

No. It,ms No. Ifcaw
some,

Othu Nun count
Inspocfod Satlsfwtary

S.0. No., Remmfm

Etc.

Tests 1 Per Line

Intercept 1 Per Ltne

Coils And

SpeeIal ProtectIon
1 Per Line

Records 1 Per LmB

F,l Ino 1 Per Order

‘road

Follow UP Requlmd ~ Yes
Date Rewewea BY 2nd Level

~ No

Addltmnal Rematis

BR 201.2CQ.014

Figure 1. Frameworker Work Evaluation Sheet and Definition of Terms—Form EO-6954 (3.08, 3. 10)
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EO 6S54
lE 6’3541
Reverse

{?-B)

Definition Of Terms

sSP Reqwrements Are The Standard For InspectIon Items

Distributing Framas MDF, LDF, IDF, Etc.

Equipmant Frames N G ELK. RLY TRANSL Number Network, Etc

Wlrfng Bays

Jumvr Placement The Ent, re Jumper Has Proper Slack, Dress And Is Uw.g Routing Rings And Fanning Smps Correctly Count 1 Rem Inspected Per

Jumper Count 1 [tern Satisfactory Only When The Ent!re Jumper Meets Fieq.,rements If One End Is Incorrect The Enltfe Item Is

Unsatisfactory

Proper Termlnatlo. All Leads In The Jumper Should Be Terminated Per BRIBSP If Both Ends Are Exam, ned, Count 2 Items Inspected Count ~ (tern

Satisfactory For Each End Of The Jumper In Whtch All Leads Are Properly Termt. ated, I e Max Satisfactory IS 2 Per Jumper

Jumper Removal Jumper Completely Removed And Related Lugs Al Both Ends Of Jumper Cleaned Count 1 Item Satlslactory Only When Both Locatlors

Of Previous Termlnatmn Are Acceptable

T.Zone Caution - The InspectIon Should Be Made As Soon As Poss(ble Following Ordef Completion To J.sl, fy Respons!b,lhty For Any Defects

Upon The Frameworker Under Inspectlo. The Maxfm.m Horizontal MDF T-Zone Area Should Be ComPosed 01 Three f3) Zones As
Follows (1) 20 Rows Of Lugs To The Left Of The Work Locat, o., (2) 20 Rows Of Lugs To The Rtght Of The Work Locat, on. 13120 Rows Of

Lugs Immediately Below The Work Loca!lon On The Vertical S,de Of Conventional Frames (VMDFI The T Zone Area Sno.ld Be

Composed Of Two (2) Zones As Follows (1) 20 Rows Of Lug% Immedmlely Above The Work Lo.atlon (2) 20 Rows Of Lugs Immediately

Below The Work Locat!on The T-Zone Area Should Be Determmed Locally lSee BR 201.2 CO013, Paragraphs 313 tind 3 14) Count 1 Item
Per L,ne Inspected Fm Each Frame Exammed, I e Co”.t 1 Item Per Line Satisfactory For Each Frame Irregard less Of The Number Of

Jumpers Or Termlnatmns Found Free Of Oetects

70s1s Count 1 Item Inspected For Each Line Requ, r,ng A Test Count 1 Item SatMfactory For Each Lme Having All Req., rea Order Complel,on

Tests Performed.

Intereept Count 1 Hem Inspected For Each L!ne Exam, ned Count 1 Item Satlsfactorf For Each L#ne Correctly Intercepted

Coils And Count 1 Item Inspected For Each Lme Examined Count 1 Item Sat,sfactow If Proper Cods Are (“ Place MM Spwa Pr.te.tmn If

SpOeial Protection Requmed, Is in Use

Records Count 1 Item Inspected Per Lme Examined Count 1 Item Satisfactory Only, When The Serwce Order, Equipment Transfer, EIc Has Been

Correctly Signed Off And Logged By The Frameperson

Fitlng Count 1 Item For Each Order Exammed Count 1 Item Satlsfaclory Only When The SewIce Order, Transfer, E!c Has Been F(fed !.

Accordance With BR 2u1.2oO.O1O

Follow UP Requlmf A Check (x) Should Be Made In Edher The Yes, Or No, Box On Each Work Evaluation Sheet II Follow UP Act Ion 1s Req.! red, The

AddO#onal Remarks, Should Be Used For Re.ordmg The Appropriate Information

Dat* Uovimuod Th$s Space IS To Be Used By The Manager For Record(ng The Date On Whbch He/She Evaluated Those Work Items Prev!o. sly Inspected

By 2nd Levsl By The S.pem!sor

Figure 1. Frameworker Work Evaluation Sheet and Definition of Terms (Reverse) —Form EO-6954 (3.08,

3.10)
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(Insert Your Company Logo) Frameworker Performance Plan %;~

Quality

Employee Name

o lMOn’h’ ‘n ““e@ ‘h’” @

Month/Year

@l

S.perwsor

@

Off Ice

@

cd A Col.B Col.c
Percent Found

No. Items

“y Expsctcd

No. Found Satlslactory Remarks

Satlsfactoly
~xloo

1

2

31 I I

7

I
8

9

10

11

12 I I

14 I I

19 I I

m

24 I I
25 I I

27 I I

H

AI the bcg!nn!ng O( the month, enter the followjng reformation on the appropr!atc Iincs $.

[he heading

o Frameworker’s name

@ Framewc$ker’s cxpmence m job t!tle

@ Sh!f! (e.g., day, even!ng, mght)

@ Wonth and year

@ Otlice name or 13cation

@ Frame supervisor’s .amc.

Record, as mspechons are made, the followlng lnformat!o. !n (he appropriate columns

vorc II (s wggmtcd that a greater number of obser.atmns be made when pass]ble to help

idcntlfy lnd,wduals that may need tra!ning Thts IS parttcul. rly true wtth newer employees

C.lumn A Enter total number of ,tcms ,. Form EO.6954

Column B Enter total number of IIems found wl!sfidclory [n Form EO-6954

Column C Compute the percent found satisfactory

Enter any explanatory lnformatmn I. the Remarks mlumn

At [he end of the month.

(1) Total columns A and B and enmr IoLals 10 I,ne T

(2) Compute monthl> percent sat)~lactory

Total Col B
Monthly % SatiSf3Ct0W Total ~1 * X lM =

Page 22

Figure 2. Frameworker Performance Plan-Quality—Form EO-6955B (3. 10)
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4.0 DISTG FRAMES

4.1 DISTG FRAMES; CONVENTIONAL

FOR ALL UNITS

201-220-501 (1 /0) A

B

c

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

o
P

Q
R

s

T

u

CROSS CONNECTION WIRES

CONNECTIONS TO TERMINALS

DISTRIBUTING RINGS & FANNING STRIPS

TERM STRIP & LUGS

CABLING

JACK BOXES

PROT SPGS, JK SPGS & PROT, JK, OR CONN LUGS

PROTECTOR BLOCKS

HEAT COILS

BAT. & GRD BINDING POSTS

GROUND CONNECTIONS

MARKING & DESIGNATION CARDS

S.0. CORD HOOKS

S.0. & TESTS CORDS

MISSING & DEFECTIVE PARTS

STORAGE CABINETS & END GUARD STG SPACES

SPECIAL SERVICE DEVICES

REVERSE DEVICES

TALK CIRCUITS

ELECTRIC OUTLETS

TESTING DEVICES

TROUBLE TESTS

201-206-501 (2/0) A RESISTANCE TEST

B SHORT-CIRCUIT TEST

4.2 DISTG FRAMES; ESS TYPE MODULAR

FOR ALL UNITS

201-221-501 (1/0) A
B

c

D

E

F

G
H

I

J

K

CROSS CONNECTION WIRES

CONNECTIONS TO TERMINALS

FANNING STRIPS & WIRE RETAINERS

CONNECTING BLOCKS & TERMINALS

UPPER EXPRESS WIRE TROUGH

LOWER EXPRESS WIRE TROUGH

CABLING

JACK PANELS

JACKS

CONNECTIONS & PROTECTORS

BATTERY & GROUND TERMINALS

Figure 3. Equipment Test list Format (3.27, 3.35)

MR* ----

MR” ----

MR” ----

MR” ----

MR” ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR ● ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR” ----

MR* ----

MR* -----

MW 6M ----

MR 2M ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

TT ----

TT ----

MR” ----

MR” ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR” ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

MR* ----

PROPRIETARY – BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY
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Page 24

------ ------
!, ANALYSIS OF ~
I CORRECTIVE I
: MAINTENANCE :
; RECORDS ;

1- ---------

I
I

1

EQUIPMENT TEST LISTS MANAGEMENT

Xxx-ool -011 OECISION
4

SCHEDULE EO-5451

i

MANOATORY MANDATORY
TROUBLE REVIEWS WORK

TESTS
AS

NEEDED

MAINTENANCE

DECISION

I TEST AND
INSPECTION

RECORDS
EO-5452

I

I

PCRAFT
WORK

TEST AND INSPECTION
WORK SUMMARIES

EO-5453
EO-5454 OR EO-5455

Figure 4. Preventive Maintenance Diagram (3.27)
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(Insert Your Company Logo) Equipment Test List

SSPIB R I ,ss I Test Or
I Equipment And Work D.scri$.tion

~~,**, Job

Reqt.
Freq.

!
No.

1:

~~

,

~

I

I

1

——

1 1;1
1

,

I

Figure 5. Equipment Test List—Form EO-5450 (3.37)
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G
co
a.

Figure 6. Preventive Maintenance Schedule—Form EO-5451 (3.38, 3.39)



E“ >5)
!6 *51)
“.”.!s.

,,U)

–--L----4 --------
II
I -- 4

I
I

,

Figure 6. Preventive Maintenance Schedule—Form EO-5451 (Reverse) (3.38, 3.39)
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(Insert Your Company Logo) Test And Inspection EO 5452
(E 5452)

,2as)

Work Order And Record

Of f,ce

@

Ass@nment Or Job No

@

Assignment Data 1Progress Report
BR/BSP No

~ o l;e” ‘~”’ par
From

Time Spent

Date
To

Eqpt. (J.N Eqpt. Unit
(Min.tem) I By

Eq.,pme.t
t Test Repair I

o

I
—

1

Work Record

-“ unit @ Trouble Apfm.r.m.
@

Actl.m Taken
@

::::” I BY

NOTE EXPLANATION

A

B

Central Office Identification

Locally Assi ned Number andior Letter to Identify Assignment or Job by Type
?of Work, Shi t, Equipment, Etc.

+--Fc

1)

E

Reference Information

Identification of Equipment
I 1

Oeacription of Work to be Performed. Limited Trouble Might be Expectad on this
Test. Use of this Form on this Teat Would be Optional

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

For Designating tha First and Last Circuit or Equipment Assigned by Work Order

Total Units this Assignment

“Shift” Work to be Performed (Day, Evening, Night)

1 I

I

+3=Show Trick Designation or Initials of Employee Work Assigned to

Show Date andlor Time Work is Scheduled to be Started and Completed

Equipment Unit on Which Trouble is Ind!cated

Details of Trouble Appearance

1!
Details of Action Taken to Clear Trouble, Time Consumed. Worker’s Initials

Show Worker’s Initials and Summary of Time Spent Testing and Repairing by
Date and Equipment Involvad

1=1=
o For Totaling Trouble Appearances on this Racordm

Total Trouble AOPeaWI.CeS

I I
I 1I

@

No Sheels Sheet No

BR.21E020.510

Figure 7. Test and Inspection Work Order and Record—Form EO-5452 (3.40)
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EO 5452
{E 54521

Revw&

Eqpt. Until Trouble Appearance Action Taken
Repair

Time
By

r

I

I

1

,

I

I

~+

I
I

I
I 1 I

Total Trouble Appearances

Figure 7. Test and Inspection Work Order and Record—Form

PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CL
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(Insert Your Company Logo) Test And Inspection Summary EO 5453
(E 5d53)

(748)

Oft, ce

@

A?,swg. merit Or Job No

@

BRIBSP No And Test Letter Or Par.

@

Equtpment

@
Work Descnptlon

@

From I To Total Units Test ~H] Estlmahd Time (1)
+ @ *

@
CLS F<eq Per Untt ~ Per Asgn

!

Date ~Jj Time Spent

EO+452 work BY Troubles Summary Of Tests, Inspectlo.s, samples, Rovlows
Issued Compl.

Test Repair

1

@ @ @ @

-t”
+“

3
B

c

D

E

L

M

N

EXPLANATION

Designation of Central Office

Locally Assigned - Cross-reference to Equipment Test List

Test Reference Information

Description of Equipment

Description of Test or Inspection

Show First and Last Unit of Equipment on this Assignment

Total Circuits Covered by this Assignment

Test or Inspection Class and Frequency - From. Equipment Test List

Estimated Test Time Per Unit and Assignment

Date EO-5452 Issued and Date this Assignment Completed

Worker’s Initials

Total Trouble Appearances - Taken From EO-5452

Total Test and Repair Time - Taken From EO-5452

Space for Summarizing Trouble Detail - Shown on EO-5452 When Used

1 I I I I I
BR 201.200.010

Figure 8. Test and Inspection Summary—Form EO-5453 (3.42, 3.44)
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EO-54X?
(E 54531
Reverse

[w)

LM8 Tltm Sp.nt

EO+452 work W Troublu Summsq Of Tests. Inspactlc.+n, timples, Rwlowa
T.st Rep.lr

Issued Compl. I
I

Figure 8. Test and Inspection Summary–Form EO-5453 (Reverse) (3.42, 3.44)
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(hat Your Company Logo) Test And Inspection Summary %X&

Otflca Assignment Or Job No.

B5P No, And lost latter or Pa,. Equdpment

W* Osawtptklrl

From To Total Units

Dale NM9 Spair

EO-S4$2 Wolb BY Tmubtsa
Iuwd Compl. 1-1 Rwdr

I 1

‘*8I ] Salmatad Yhm
:LS Freq % Unit FmrAagn.

-
[E44541

(l&)

Data mm !3pcnr

Eo.s4ss W0411 By TrOublos
Tat Rapalr

Sulnlnmy of T-m Irmpocihu SunpIa, Rdcw
hind Colnpl.

Figure 9. Test and Inspection Summary—Form EO-5454 (3.42, 3.45)

Page 32
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z
r-
<

(Ins.rl Your CompanyLogo) TestAnd InspectionSummary ,.+,&,.MM,,,+

,4

1.-
-‘“”-+=Em:

M workers Inl!aals
m

N Total Tm.ble Appearance Taken From Form EO-5d52
.

0 Total Test and Repak Time Taken From Form EO-5452 k

+l~t+t+++--t++-++----+tht-tht’- t-- i 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 I I
■ ✍ 1 I

a

r- - “::‘a’~~-~i-”‘-~~- - ‘ ‘-‘L —
m

— —
3,

—

.
—. .— ,- ._

! ,

Figure 10. Test and inspection Summary, Multiple Job Assignments—Form EO-5455 (3.42, 3.46)
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CENTRAL
OTHER

CUSTOHER
OFFICE OTHER OTHER

FORCES
FORCES Rf[:;;s OEPARTIIENTS SOURCES

f

A

I
4 )

CONTROL ANALYZE
RECORO OATA

b

dTROUBLE
TICKETS

8

C.O. LOG

LOCATE
ANO

REPAIR

QCLOSE OUT
C.O. LOG

~

FILE
TICKET

c1ANALYZE
TROUBLE
TICKETS

I
I

r –’–TPREVENTIVE
I llAINTENANCE I
, (FIGURE 4) ,
L- —— a

Figure 11. Corrective Maintenance Diagram (4.02)
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(hart Your Company Logo) Frame Control Record .9.2-5407
(EMS?)

(la)

Ofllca Dlstrlct
4 ~

Month
> @

Tmubk RWOII By Type Of Fra~ Tmubla Raporl Trmd By Typ#

Mtb
Dally Tom Sub Inept. IDF NQ ::N. cm. Cdnrlwtlon Tmmlnala

c“- Enom MQF

PrOtoctlOn

Fmnw Codn so. TDF Bro.
Order

~=” ~,,= Solder Wlr* Inept CoI,* co,,, C,,. Em
Wrong cut

LDF BR NN hon cross C,os. “h”’ out Other bona

A n c o E F G H I J K L M N o P o R s T u v w x

(3)
Y

(4) (5j (Q (7) (8) (9) @J- (11) (12) 4 (n) + +(1 +4

, ,
NOTE EXPLANATION

10

I I I I 1 I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I I I I I
1 I

20

—

30

31

Total

10 Oays

20 Olys (lQ
Total I

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

FRAME DESIGNATION AND DISTRICT
REPORT PERIOD

MONTH WHEN THE TROUBLES OCCURRED —

DAY OF MONTH WHEN TROUBLES OCCURRED —

DAILY TOTAL FRAME CODES

NUMBER OF DAILY SUBSEQUENT REPORTS
FROM TREAT

CUMULATIVE TOTAL OF DAILY TOTAL
FRAME CODES AND SUBSEQUENT REPORTS

INTERCEPT ERRORS

TOTAL NUMBER OF TROUBLES FOUND ON
THE “MAIN DISTRIBUTING FRAME”

TOTAL NUMBER OF TROUBLES FOUND ON
THE “LINE DISTRIBUTING FRAME” OR
THE “INTERMEDIATE DISTRIBUTING FRAME”

TOTAL NUMBER OF TROUBLES FOUND ON
THE “BLOCK RELAY FRAME” OR “ NUMBER
GROUP FRAME”

TOTAL NUMBER OF TROUBLES FOUNDON —
THE “TRANSLATOR FRAME” OR “AND NUMBER _
NETWORK FRAMES”

TOTAL NUMBER OF TROUBLES FOUNDON _
THE “TOLL OR TRUNK DISTRIBUTING FRAME”

THESE COLUMNS ARE USED TO STROKE THE
DAILY TOTAL OF TROUBLES BY CAUSE

SPARE COLUMNS FOR LOCAL USE

10 DAY, 20 DAY AND TOTAL MONTHLY
OBJECTIVES FOR TROUBLE REPORTS BY —
TYPE OF FRAME

i
I I 1 I I 1 1 I 1 I I

, [ , I , , 1 I , 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1

Notre Numbr Of Dally Subswuent Repofls From Tfeat Are Llstedln Column C COlumn Dls Cumulattva Total Of Dally Total Frame Code6And Subsequent Repons
SR4W4OO41O

Figure 12. Frame Control Record—Form EO-5497 (4.06,4.07)
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(Inserl Your Company Logo) Distributing Frame Trouble Ticket f:’:%
(w)

Tel. No. Line Equip. Frame

CA. h PR. ASSOC.Equjp. Other Equip. Date Frame LOC Tkt. No.

@ @l@

@

Details Of Reported Trouble Rept. By Lot.

:@

Wrong

@ B ,S? cut
Revd. By Time Class C.ammltment Time g: Broke”

@
@ @@ @

Gs Loose

Refon’ed Omconnect

‘“o “me

Date Tkt. No. ● solder Cro=

j Wire Cross

Action Taken And Results Obtained Other
C18arwt Cause C4de

Intercept
Date

@ ‘b ‘0 “me @

@

$ COOIS- Other

co,,, -0”,

Wk. Time Finn. Ck. Disposition C&e n Carbons

o @ Order Error
+ 4 L : I

BR.2014?00.01 3

1 DATE REPORT RECEIVED AT FRAME LOCATION.

2 CENTRAL OFFICE NAME OR FRAME DESIGNATION.

3 - SERIAL NUMBER OF TICKET.

4 INITIALS OF PERSON REPORTING THE TROUBLE.

5 ORIGIN OF REPORT OR LOCATION OF PERSON MAKING REPDRT.

6 CHECK $<T’,OR,M<,.
7 INITIALS OF PERSON RECEIVING REPORT.

8. TIMEREMRT RECEIVEO AT FRAME Location. USE24-HOURCLOCK.

9. REPORT CLASS.

10 Commitment TIME-TIMETHAT THE REPAIRSERVICE BUR~UHASCOMMl~ED ANOGIVEN TO THE SUBSCRlBERTO

HAVE SERVICE RESTOREO.
11 DHAILSOFTROUBLE REPORT (lNCLUDE lFLINEISOUT OF SERVlC~.

t2 DETAILS OF ACTION TAKEN, INCLUDING REFERRALS.

t3 lNITIALSOF PERSON REFERRED TO PLUS DATE, TIME, AND THE TICKETNUMBER, lFTROUBLE lSREFERREDTO

ANOTHER WORK FORCE.

14 lNITIALSOF PERSON CLEARINGTROUBLE ANOPERSON REPORT CLEARED TO PLUS THE TlME.
15 - DATE REPORT CLOSED OUT.

16 CENTRAL OFFICE CAUSE CODE.

NOTE: REFER TO THE CUSTOMER TROUBLE REMRTANALYSIS PMN(CTRAn, BRWl~413, OR THE

TROUBLE REPORT EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS TOOL (TREAT) BR660.16M13,
17 TIME SPENT ON THIS TROUBLE.

18 FOREMANS IN ITIALSU PONREVIEWOFTICKET.

19 cENTRALoFFlcE olsPoslTloN cooE(sEE lTEM16-NoTq.

20 FRAME DESIGNATION (ABBREVIATION) AN D EXACT LOCATION.

21 CROSS< ONNECTS-APPLIES TO THE Following lTEMSWHEN TROUBLE lSAnRIBUTED TO ACROS&CONNECTlON

ON ANY C.O. DISTRIBUTING FRAME,

- WRONG CROSS-CONNECTION PLACED WRONG ON DISTRIBUTING FRAME.

● CUT JUMPER CUT OFF IN ERROR.

. BROKEN ADJACENT FRAME ACTIVITY,.IUMPER FOUND TO BE BROKEN.

- LOOSE TERMINATION IMPROPERLY MADE WHICH ALLOWS CONNECTOR

TO BE OPEN.
o DISCONNECT WHEN CROSS-CONNECTION HAS ACTUALLY BEEN DISCONNECTED

OR IS MISSING.

22 TERMINAL-WHEN TROUBLE IS LOCATED ON FRAME TERMINAL AND IS ATTRIBUTED TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

● SOLDER CROSS WHEN SOLDER IS FOUND TO CAUSE A SHORT CIRCUIT BETWEEN

ADJACENT TERMINALS.
- WIRE CROSS WHEN WIRE IS FOUND TO CAUSE A SHORT CIRCUIT BETWEEN

ADJACENT TERMINALS.

● OTHER ALL OTHER CASES OF TROUBLES,

23 INTERCEPT-ANY TIME TROUBLE IS CORRECTEO BY REPAIRING INTERCEPT WIRING OR REPLACING INTERCEPT STRAP

OR TOOL.

24 PROTECTION-WHEN TROUBLE IS FOUND TO BE ATTRIBUTED TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS OR PROECTION:

● COILS OUT WHEN COILS ARE FOUND TO BE UNPLUGGED OR PULLED OUT.

● COILS OTHER WHEN COILS ARE FOUND TO BE DAMAGED, IMPROPERLY

PLACED,~C.

. CARBONS WHEN CARBONS ARE BURNT, BROKEN, IMPROPERLY PLACEO, ETC..

25 ORDER ERROR-WHEN THE FRAME WORK DOCUMENT CONTAINS INFORMATION WHICH MISGUIDES OR MISDIRECTS

THE WIRING ANO RESULTS IN A SUBSCRIBER CIRCUIT BEING REMOVEO FROM SERVICE IN ERROR. THE FRAME WORK OOCU-

MENT MAY BE SERVICE ORDERS, CABLE TRANSFERS AND OTHER WORK ORDERS,

Figure 13. Distributing Frame Trouble Ticket—Form EO- 10260 (4.09)
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(Insert Your Company Logo) Distributing Frame Trouble Ticket ;:;,~,—-—
(6-96)

Tel, No. Line Equ!p Frame’
565-3449 17-82

1 I
CA & PR. Assoc. Equip. Other Equtp. \ Oate Frame t-m. I Tkl. No. {

HMDF
.7 0+

141394 ]2/1/85 MAIN ST. 1
.,-oh

Details Of Reporred Trouble I Ffept. By [ Lot. IT / I I Wrona I

ICFV I LTP h---i $!lc”t”t - It 1 . ., u

Revd. By Time
NDT 01S

WJB
TEST RING SIDE
OPEN tN Refwmd

Disconnect 10

To Time Date Tkt. No. ~ Solder Cross

& Wire Cross

Action Taken And Results Obtained
+ Other

Clowsd Cause Me

RING JUMPER NOT
Intercept

By To Time Date Coils - Out
SOLDERED AT HMDF - WJB KLH 10:25 2/1/8s 110 j COOIS- Other
SOLDERED- Wk. Time Finn. Ck. Disposition Code Carbons
RETEST OK 15MIN. DLS 0534 Order Error

A customer repofis “no dial tone.” The test center tests one side o en in the central office
iand refers the trouble to the frame for correction. Investigation of t e frame connections

diacloaaa that the rtng aide had not been eoldared on the HMDF. The connection is repsirad
and the ticket closed out to the taat center.

Figure 14. “T” Ticket—Wiring CO Force (4. 13)

(Inserl Your Company Logo) Distributing Frame Trouble Ticket :::o~
(8-661

Tel. No. Line Equip. Frame
236-1006 06-07-09

CA. h PR. Asscc. Equip. Other Equip. I Dale Frame Lcx. \ Tkt. No.

31418
Details Of Reported Trouble

NDT 01s
TEST OPEN
“OUT”

—

1 I
Action Taken And Results rJbtal”~ Clmarbd Cause Cede

MISSINGHEAT COILS ON VMDF. BY Date
Intercept

COILS REMOVEDPER AC ON
; Coils - Out /

9112185 154 : Coils - Other
LTDC 1210,SEE Wk. Time Finn. Ck. Disposition Cede

ED-6625 DATED 9/12/S4
Carbons

10MIN. BT 0531 Order Error

Customer reporta “no dial tone.” Tester teata Iina ~out and aaka for a cord on cabia pair
at VM DF. Irrveatlgation by frame worker discioaea t at the haat coils am missing trom pair.
After checking the daily “apaaker activity log,” he diacovare that the coils wem removed per
“AC” on LTD.

Figure 15. “T” Ticket—Protection Other Force (4. 13)
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(Insert Your Company Logo) Distributing Frame Trouble Ticket ::~:,~

563-1456 842-05
CA. .SPR. Assoc. Equip. Other Equip. Date

HMDF
Frame Lot. Tkt. No,

2/2/85
842-05

1stAVE 3
Details Of Ffeperted Trouble Rapt. BY [Loc IT # lWrOnO I

GW LTD
Revd. By Time

NOT 0/S TM
sIc m Rdwd Dmconnsct

To Time Tkt. No. E solder Cross /

; Wire Cross

Action Taken And Rsstdts Obtainsd
‘- Other

Clowad cause C@+
Intercept

Date Coils - Out
SOLDER CROSS 212185 150 = Coils - Othsf
HMDF

~
Wk. Ttme Finn. Ck. Dispositi.a” Code Carbons

30 Mm. VM 0535 Order Error

Customer report of “no dial tone” la referred to frame. The trouble ia a solder cmaa on the HMDF.

Figure 16. “T” Ticket—Wiring Environment (4.1 3)

(Insert Your Company Logo) Distributing Frame Trouble Ticket ;:;,%

565-9349 I “117-08I
,-----

CA. C PR. Assoc. Equip. Other Equip. Date Frame Lot. Tkt. No. I NTF

8/16/84 FLEMINGTONI 4
Details Of Fleportsd Trouble Rept, By Lot. Tti Wrong

UNABLE TO MAKE “DDD”
KC LTD M

CALLS AT TIMES.
Revd. 8y Time

OPERATOR ASKS FOR DC 1010 A
CALLmG NUMBER Refonad

Dmconnect

TEST OK To Ttme Oate Tkt, No. ~ Solder Cross

: Wire Cross

+ Other
Action Taken And Results Obtained Cleared CauseWe

Intercept
VERIFIED ALL WIRING ON BY TO Time Date - Coils - Out
LDF AND ON THE ANI DC KC 1025 8/16/s4 150 ; Coils - Other
NUMBERNETWORK WITH Wk. Ttme Finn. Ck. Disposition code

NTF
Carbons

15 MIN. EF 0810 Order Error

Customer rapotis “unable to make DDD calla at tlmea, operator Intercepts and aaka for calling
number.” Tester ia able to maka DDD calla on this number ok. Howaver, he requests that all
the aasoclated wirin~ be checked. The frame wodrar’a investigation diaclosaa that both the
“1 DF” and “ANI MN’ frame connections are proper.

Figure 17. “T” Ticket—No Trouble Found (4. 13)
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(Insert Your Company Logo) Central Office Log EO-5457
(E.54w

(2*)

ffice

@ l“””’ @
Tkt. Time From

Data No,
Or

Rwvd.
Dlsp.

Nature 01 R.poil Or Acthlty
Clond Eqpt, cause Dispositkm

To out
%::sfi

Group Code Coda

@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ +

. NOTE EXPLANATION

A Central office name or frame location.

B Period covered by form.

c Date report is received.

D Frame trouble ticket serial number.

E Time report received.”

F Trouble report source or report classification.

G Brief description of report.

H Initiale of individual investigating report.

I Indicates report closed out. Enter time or date.’

J Trouble ticket filing information. Enter frame
designation.

K Enter cause code and disposition code. (Refer to
%CtiOfl 660-100-013 if more information is required,)

“ “ Use of 24-hour clocks is suggested.

ROWWICW BR.lSO.tSCIW

Figure 18. Central Wtce log-Form EO-5457 (4.18)
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CURRENT
MONTH ~

Two
PREVIOUS
MONTHS ~-

\ [

t

(SEE ‘NOTE)

TWO SUGGESTED METHODS

CURRENT MONTH’S I

TWO MONTHS’
PAST TICKETS

TICKET FILE OROERING INFORMATION:
(QUANTllY) - TICKET ANALYSIS FILE - ORAWING 38-Y-3888
(QUANTITY) - SNAP ON 8G DESIGNATION STRIP,

TICKET ANALYSIS FILE - ORAWING, 38-Y-3888
(IIUANTIH) - DIVIDER, TICKET ANALYSIS FILE, ORAWING 38-Y-3868

NOTE:
EACH BIN SHOULD CONTAIN A
MAJOR ITEM OF EQUIPMENT (I. E.,
VMDF, HMDF, NGF, TRNSL, ETC.)

Figure 19. Trouble Ticket File (4.24, 4.25)
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N

Figure 20. Maximum Jumper Pileup on Horizontal Shelves of a Conventional MDF (5.09)
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3

2.8d

\

2
Y

\

\

\

N

1

1 2 3 3.8 4

HEIGHT OF PILEUP
UPPER TROUGH - INCHES

Figure 21. Graph for Determining COSMICFrame (Without COSMOS) Congestion (5.M)
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SAMPLE VER WORKSHEET BR 201-200-013
lssue3, September 1986

$)
CIRCUIT NO.

@@@@ @g@
CUT TN-OE CP-TN CP-OE CP TN

Ws W-S Ws

@
COMMENT:

@
CIRCUIT FOR CP 4909-1839

TN

OE

CP

o

@

83

6

@

@

@

89

10

985-0089

ST WK

TYPE X

013-02-54

ST WK

FR LOC WM 1001

CS 1FR

US lFR

FEA TNNL

4909-1839

ST WK

DATE 03112179

FR LOC WM1OO1

NOTES FOR SAMPLE VER WORKSHEET

Number of the sample circuit chosen by VER (1-150).

Total circuit accuracy. All physical relationships on the MDF must match COSMOS. Place a ~ if

correct, X if discrepancy.

TN-OE accuracy. ANA result from the horizontal MDF.

CP-TN accuracy. ANA result from the vertical MDF.

CP-OE accuracy. If either the TN-OE or CP-TN relationship prove discrepant, this relationship must

also be a discrepancy.

CP W/S status matches with COSMOS. Circle the status if correct, X if discrepancy. The facility

can be shown correct as working even if it is working on a TN other than shown in COSMOS.

OE W/S status matches with COSMOS.

TN W/S status matches with COSMOS.

Comment space to explain discrepancies and perform LAC and RSB record checks.

Entire circuit relationship for the selected facility.

Figure 22. Sample VER Work Sheet (5.13)
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EXAMPLE OF VERIFICATION RESULTS

CIRCUIT NO. 1

CKT TN-OE CP-TN CP-OE CP
-J J 4 J Ws

OE
Ws

TN

Ws

COMMENT: All facility associations and related data are correct.

CIRCUIT NO. 2

CKT TN-OE CP-TN CP-OE CP OE TN
x J J J Ws Ws Ws

COMMENT: All facility associations correct. Related data are incorrect. The comment section should

be used to note the incorrect data, (e.g., wrong intercept, improper protection, etc.).

CIRCUIT NO. 3

CKT TN-OE CP-TN CP-OE CP OE TN
J Ws Ws Ws

COMMENT: Spare cable pair (as listed by COSMOS) was spare on the frame and status was correct.

Note that this is considered a correct “circuit”.

CIRCUIT NO. 4

CKT TN-OE CP-TN CP-OE CP OE TN

x Ws Ws a“

COMMENT: Spare telephone number listed by COSMOS was not spare. Note that this is considered

an incorrect “circuit”.

CIRCUIT NO. 5

CKT TN-OE CP-TN CP-OE CP OE TN

x J x x Ws Ws Ws

COMMENT: Cable pair listed by COSMOS was not part of this circuit but it was a working pair,

CIRCUIT NO. 6

CKT TN-OE CP-TN CP-OE CP OE TN

x d x x ●“w s Ws Ws

COMMENT: Same as Circuit 5 except cable pair listed by COSMOS as part of working circuit was

actually spare on the frame.

● X is struck over S.

● ● X is struck over W.

Figure 23. Example of Verification Results (5. 13)
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TABLE A

REPORT CLASSIFICATIONS

The ma~ sources of trouble ore assigned the foflawing alphabetical I
designations for ease in identifying report seureeson traubk tickets.

TYPE OF REPORT

TICKET CLASS REPORT SOURCE

T A Repair Service Bureau

T B Network Administration/Operators Services

T c Sender or Originating Register

T D Alarm

T E Trouble Recorder, Trouble Indicator, Tbl. Ticketer

T J Other Office or Other Sources of ReDort

M No Class All “Memo” Tickets

PROPRIETARY – BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY
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TABLE B

CODING “T” TICKETS

TROUBLE CODING SPACES SITUATIONS

1

(

7

I

1

(

Frame Enter frame type and location (see Table C for
abbreviations) for cases of found trouble and
for cases where trouble disappears. If frame is
not determined or no trouble is found, enter NTF.
Enter REF. OUT (Referred Out) when trouble is
referred to another office, PSC, or testboard.

Score one of the following for each case of found trouble.

Cross-connects Wrong Score one when a cross-connection has
been determined to be in fault. It may

cut have been placed wrong, cut off due to
error, accidentally broken, improperly

Broken made connection, or totally disconnected.

Disconnect

Terminal Solder Cross Score one when the trouble has been
determined to be located on the frame

Wire Cross terminal (such as solder shorting
two terminals, etc.).

Other

Intercept Any time trouble is corrected by repairing intercept
wiring or replacing intercept strap or tool.

Protection Coils Out Score one for troubles caused by open,
grounded, missing, short circuited pro-

Coils Other tection units (heat coils, carbons, etc.).

Carbons

Order Error Score when the frame work document (such as
service orders, cable transfers, or other work
orders) has misguided or misdirected the
wiring and it results in a subscriber circuit
being removed from service due to error.

PROPRIETARY – BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY
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TABLE C

DISTRIBUTING FRAME COMPONENT DESIGNATIONS

COMPONENT (FRAME TYPE)

Main Distributing Frame

Vertical Side of Main Distributing Frame

Horizontal Side of Main Distributing Frame

Trunk Distributing Frame

Circuit Distributing Frame

Line Distributing Frame

Intermediate Distributing Frame

Block Relay Frame

Number Group Frame

ABSR.

MDF

VMDF

HMDF

TDF

CDF

LDF

IDF

BRF

NGF
I

Translator Frame TRNSL

Message Register Distributing Frame MRDF

ANI Number Network Frame ANI

Assignment Distributing Frame ADF

Traffic Register Frame TRF

Protector Frame PF

PROPRIETARY – BE LLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY
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TABLE D DEFINITIONS

CORRECTIVE ACTION DEFINITIONS

. . A Compare OE spare list with ESS dump, 5XB number group frame, lXB block relay frame, or
SXS IDF.

B Compare CP spare list with cable book (ECCR).

● * c Compare CP spare list with MDF appearances.

D Compare nonworking TN list with intercept records.

● * E Compare nonworking TN list with ESS dump or electromechanical frame appearances.

● * F Compare TP spare list with MDF appearances.

● ☛ G Compare spare list for miscellaneous facilities with MDF.

● ☛ H Compare TN-OE list with ESS dump or translator frame wiring.

● ☛ I Compare CP-OE list with MDF wiring.

● * J Compare CP-TN list with TSPS or ANI.

● * K Compare CP-TN-OE list with UNCORK or complete MDF verification.

L Compare TN-FEA-US list with accounting.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES DEFINITIONS

s Dial telephone numbers before applying spare status.

● * T Prewired test of assigned facilities.

u Post completion validation of maintenance changes, cable transfers, and line equipment

transfers.

v Post completion validation of service orders.

“” Items which affect frame.

PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY
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TABLE D

THRESHOLDS FOR APPLICATION OF CORRECTIVE ACTION AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES

APPLICATION OVERALL
THRESHOLD CKT

IT
90 A-L*
89
8s
87
88
85 Iv K
84
83
82
81
80

TNIOE

v

H

K

CIRCUIT

CPITN

Uv

J

K

CPIOE

Uv

I

K

WORKING SPARE

CP

T

v
B

c

OE

T

v
A

TN

s
v
D
E

I Good Operations Environment

II Preventive Measures Required

Ill Selective Corrective Action Warranted
IV Severe Corrective Action Required

● One or more of A-L depending on which category is the chief
contributor 10the error rate.

TN Telephone Number

OE Office Equipment

CP Cable Pair

PROPRIETARY – BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY
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TABLE E

FREQUENCY OF VER RUNS

MOST RECENT

OVERALL CIRCUIT SAMPLING FREQUENCY

ACCURACY

95-1oo Annually

92-94 Semiannually

I 86-91 I Quarterly I
I 85 or less Monthly
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FORM

EO-5450

EO-5451

EO-5452

EO-5453

EO-5454

EO-5455

EO-5457

EO-5497

EO-6954

EO-6955-A
EO-6955-B

EO-1026O

TABLE F

FORM DESCRIPTIONS

TITLE

Equipment Test List

Preventive Maintenance
Schedule

Test and Inspection Work
Order & Record

Test and Inspection
Summary

Test and Inspection
Summary

Test and Inspection
Summary Multiple
Job Assignments

Central Office Log

Frame Control Record

Frameworker Work
Evaluation Sheet

Frameworker Performance

Distributing Frame
Trouble Ticket

SIZE (INCHES)

8-3/8 X 10-7/8

11X7

8-3/8 X 10-7/8

8-3/8 X 10-7/8

5X8

11 x 17

8-3/8 X 10-7/8

8-3/8 X 10-7/8

8-3/8 X 10-7/8

8-3/8 X 10-7/8

3-1/2 X 6-1/2

PAPER

STOCK

Bond

Bond

Bond

Bond

Card

Bond

White

Bond

Bond

Bond

White

MARGIN/

PUNCH

Right/7 Hole

Standard/7 Hole

Standard/7 Hole

Standard/7 Hole

None

Standard/7 Hole

None

None

Standard/7 Hole

Standard/7 Hole

None
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PLAN

Frame Force
Management
[201-200-010)

~ontrolled
Maintenance Plan
‘201-200-013)

Frameworker
Performance Plan
‘201-200-014)

TABLE G

FORM REQUIREMENTS

FORCE SIZE

FORM

EO-5497
EO-5848
EO-6619
EO-6619-1
EO-6620
EO-6843

EO-6622
EO-6623
EO-6624
EO-6625

Reproduce
Locally

Reproduce
Locally

Reproduce
Locally

Reproduce
Locallsr

EO-5450
EO-5451

EO-5452
EO-5453
EO-5454
EO-5455
EO-5457
EO-6954
EO-1026O

EO-6955-A
EO-6955-B

FORM NAME

Frame Control Record
Work Assignment List
Daily Forecast
Daily Forecast
Loading Sheet
Load and Work Time
Record
Frame Activity Log
Other Work Log
Control Form Daily Log
Speaker Activity Log

Time Study

Time Study Summary

Pricing Chart

Forecasted Nonorder
Pricinfz

Equipment Test List
Preventive Maintenance
Schedule
T&I Work Order
T&I Summary (Sheet)
T&I Summary (Card)
T&I Multiple Assignments
Central Office Log
Work Evaluation Sheet
Trouble Ticket

Performance-Productivity
Performance-Quality

o-1

cc
x
N
N
N
x

x
o
0
0?

o

0

0

0

N
x

x
x
o
0
x
x
o

x
x

2-3

x
x
o
0
N
x

x
o

:t

o

0

0

0

x
x

x
x
o
0
x
x
x

x
x

—

4+

x
x
x
o
o*
x

x
o
x
Ot

o

0

0

0

—

x
x

x
x
o
0
x
x
x—

x
x
—
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FORCE SIZE

PLAN FORM FORM NAME

o-1 2-3 4+

Frame Performance
Measurement Plan EO-10341 Frame Unit Report o 0 x
(201-200-005) EO-10342 Performance Summary o 0 x

LEGEND:
N: Not Required
X: Required (check local BOC requirements)
CC: Maintained in Control Center
O: Optional and suggested
*: A Form EO-6620 or a Form EO-6843 should be maintained
f’: Form EO-6622 should be used if EO-6625 is not used.

Note: Some forms shown as optional may have a similar form used for Central Office technicians
that may include frame attendants.
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ACRONYM

APP
ARSB
BOC
co
COSMIC
COSMOS
CP
CTRAP
ESS
ETL
FCC
FCMP
FFMP
FJC
FPP
HMDF
IDF
LDF
M
MDF
MR
MW
NA
NG
NTF
5XB
OE
REF OUT
RSB
Scc
T
TDF
TN
TOM
TREAT
TRNSL
TT
VER
VMDF

TABLE H

ACRONYMS IN THIS PRACTICE

MEANING

Accident Prevention Plan
Automated Repair Service Bureau
Bell Operating Company
Uentral OffIce
Common System Main Interconnection Frame System
Computer System for Main Frame Operations
Gable Pair
Customer Trouble Analysis Plan
Electronic Switching System
Equipment Test List
Frame Control Center
Frame Controlled Maintenance Plan
Frame Force Management Plan
Frame Jumper Count (transaction code)
Frameworker Performance Plan
Horizontal side of Main Distributing Frame
Intermediate Distributing Frame
Line Distributing Frame
Memo (trouble ticket)
Main Distributing Frame
Mandatory Review (test classification)
Mandatory Work (test classification)
Not Applicable
Number Group
No Trouble Found
No. 5 Crossbar
Office Equipment (also, line equipment)
Referred Out
Repair Service Bureau
Switching Control Center
Trouble (trouble ticket)
Trunk Distributing Frame
Telephone Number
Tabulation of Module (jumpers)
Trouble Report Evaluation and Analysis Tool
Translator Frame
Trouble Test
Verification of data base (COSMOS transaction)
Vertical side of Main Distributing Frame
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REFERENCE: BR 201-200-013 (REPRODLJCE LOCALLY)

—— ----- .- . ..-. -
l-KAMb lKACKING

WIRE CENTER FRAME # MODS # LINEUPS

JUMPER
MANAGEMENT

January February March April May June July August September October November December Total

CPR PHASE NUMBER

JPR % SHORT JUMPER

LPO # ORDERS

OVERDUE OVER 3
DAYS W/O FRAME

COMP.

TPU ‘%SPARE
cl -C2

Cl-Ml
CI-M2

ESR “M”NUMBER
DIPOPTION
% MS FILL

(ACTUAL)

DIPMANAGEMENT

UDP CLF
RLF
ECS

JL
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REFERENCE: BR 201-200-013 (REPRODUCE LOCALLY)

WIRE CENTER FRAME TPDF TIE PAIRS [MAX]

YEAR #MODS # LINE UPS _

T
R
o
u
G
H

B
u
I
L
D
u
P

5K

4K

3K ‘

2K

lK

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN

—K

—K

—KW

o
R

—KK

I
N

—KG

T
—K1

E

—KP

A
I

—KR

s

—K

—K

“M” NUMBER ____ —————— ——

0 JUMPER BUILDUP

— TIE PAIRS
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